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"We
"We Can't
Can't Pay
Pay Trainees'
Trainees' Severance
Severance Pay"
Pay"
A human rights group took action after
it was reported that the industrial trainees
asked for severance pay, but the
company responded to their requests by
insisting upon deducting the costs of
food and boarding from their severance
pay.

or the costs will be deducted from
severance pay. Once making a
choice, they were forced to write
legitimate notes. FWR reported, “The
company threatened the others that
the month’s payment might not be
paid if they would be uncooperative.
6 of them agreed to sign it, but
FWR disclosed on August 6 the four only J turned it down. As a result, J
recent counseling cases which happened wasn’t paid in May.”
in Busan and Ulsan. Filipino industrial
trainees, M and R, requested for unpaid
J appealed to the Ministry of
salary and severance pay when they left Labor about the unpaid case, but
P company in Busan on May 29.
the
company
badgered
J
The company, however, refused to pay persistently. In the end, J left the
severance, and said they would offset company earlier than planned. 3
the cost of 2-year food from the Filipino industrial trainees, who were
severance pay, 2 years being the unpaid by the company as well, are
duration of training,
preparing for a trial.
Requested food expenses by the
company was 2.53 million won for M and
2.69 for R. The amount of money was
almost equivalent to their severance
pay.(2.62 million won for M, 2.40 for R)
In fact, there were 7 more Filipino
industrial trainees in the company, which
tried to urge them to sign on the newly
drafted contract having added an article
on it stating, “the expenses of food and
boarding will be deducted.”
They refused to sign it, but the
company demanded them to choose one
of the followings: food expenses for the
last one and a half year will be
subtracted from their monthly paycheck
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There is another case. When 4
Filipino workers, who went to S
company
in
Ulsan
and
left,
demanded severance pay and
monthly, yearly unpaid allowance.
the company turned them down insisting,
“According to their contracts, severance
pay was supposed to be offset by heavy
expenses of their food, boarding,
medical treatments and the like.”

boarding are unilaterally offset by their
paycheck. In fact, the longer they work
year by year, the worse their working
conditions get.”
FWR added, “The MOL elucidated that
severance pay should be paid when the
worker leaves the company. Not like the
factory’s insistence, the Ministry, as a
principle, disapproves that the company
can substitute the severance pay with the
costs of food and boarding.

FWR reported, “The requested monthly
expenses, which are food and boarding
expenditures, come to 150,000 Won and
100,000 Won respectively. The total
amount of food and boarding is 250,000
Won monthly. Following the way of the
According to the present managerial
company’s calculation, the workers
regulation
of
industrial
trainees,
should pay more from their pockets,
severance
pay
during
the
term
of
because the sum of the cost exceeds
training,
which
is
their
first
year
of
the total amount of severance pay.”
working, isn’t authorized. However, the
Pakistani Trainee A, who had gone to costs of food and boarding during the
W company in Busan from May 2004 to term as trainees should be defrayed by
January 2006, called for severance pay the company.
and unpaid paycheck. The company sent
After finishing all the training hours,
the estimate sheet to A, saying it will
the
severance pay with the duration of
pay the left-over money after subtracting
job
training
(2 years) isn’t accepted. If
the expenses of food and boarding. P
any
additional
contract
concerning
appealed to the MOL.
working condition isn’t concluded, the
Sri Lankan trainee R, working for C previous working conditions can be
company from July 2002 to June 2005, acknowledged.
demanded severance pay, but the
company denied it with similar reasons.
FWR reported, “With the working
conditions
of
industrial
trainees
unimproved, they get paid just minimum
wages for 3 years. When the status as
industrial trainees gets changed to that
of trainees, the expenses of food and

The managerial regulations of industrial
trainees don’t allow the severance pay
within the term of training, but there are
accepted law cases ruled by the court.
The victimized workers are being rescued
by the lawsuit.
<Ohmynews> Aug. 6, 2006 AWN
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Why
Do II Volunteer
Volunteer for
for the
the MWs'
MWs' Medical
Medical Care?
Care?
Why Do
By Kim Jeung-Hee
Dentist, A Member of Dental Clinic for Migrant Workers
Actually, I didn't start to examine patients with big
self-consciousness.
To be one complete creature of God, I often pray to become
his useful tool and this started from my adolescence. When I
had to choose what to major, I remembered my pray and
chose it. During my premedical course, I thought dentists can
serve the society in some way. I visited Sorok-do, a well
known quarantine island for leprosy, as one way of expressing
my desires.
Unlike my thoughts, the patients in Sorok Island were very
delighted and spent everyday with prayers and chants. Not clear
enough but with a little understanding of true meaning of
happiness in heart, I realized happiness was superior to
everything such as health, appearance, money, social position
while spending three days there.
School went on again and I began to see social happiness
and unhappiness. After seeing student demonstration behind the
University back door, I became serious. This attitude changed
me about real faith which I thought was focusing on building
God's country instead of cumulating personal experiences or
training.
Once I joined town community to be supportive to develop
local culture. But I never broke myself, timidity inside me, a
hundred percent. I had selected ideas and faith among various
of those and tried to exercise them. However, my judgement on
what was right and wrong didn't fade away.
I happened to read an article on the Newspaper before. It

MWs can learn Korean
language easily
Many Korean teaching courses start mainly in
District offices of Seoul.
There are 10 Korean language courses for migrant
workers in Seoul now. Especially in Guro District
where about 13 thousand migrant workers stay
tentatively manage Korean language courses, Korean
movie club, and so on in Guro 6-dong and
Garibong 1-dong.
Moreover, Welfare club for migrant workers and
Home of migrant workers have Korean courses
which held once or twice a week.
In case of Jongro district in Seoul, Center for
migrant women workers' rights made 6-months-long
courses (Basic and Intermediate) which are held on
every Friday morning 10:30. In addition, Seongbuk,
Yeongdeungpo, and Yongsan district offices
ambitiously make Korean teaching courses for
foreigners by co-operation with center for migrant
workers.
An officer of Yeongdeungpo, where the most
migrant workers live, said that although there were
few home-visiting Korean teaching courses, now the
offices had always 20~30 people for 2-months-long
courses since the last November. He added that
foreigners really like the courses.

reported that one Nepal migrant worker had serious injury when
his finger was cut and deported without any compensation from
the factory. I shivered with anger.
20 to 30 years ago, we, Koreans went to hot middle east
countries or Japan to make money. They were descendants of
our ancestors who migrated to Hawaii. Wouldn't it be sad to
know that they were having the same difficulties?
I always kept that in my mind but moving on to action was
quite another thing to me. I was pretty much exhausted from
my routines and I thought this self-awareness might bring me
energy and give motives to my life. Well, this was how I started
my activity.
From time to time I think about the structural problems of
migrant worker's rights which are not improved so far and ask
myself what could change it is just treatment of rotten teeth.
Volunteer doctors like me visit the clinic by rotation every
week so managing sterilization and sanitary condition of clinic
are other worries I have.
Wouldn't dental treatment give any other diseases or would it
be better to visit the nearest volunteer doctor's clinic. Or open
a free dental clinic or just get rid of Sunday dental treatment
center. Rarely some clinics ask for no insurance payment for
teeth treatments which they insist that teeth are rotten ones. I
don't want them to visit those clinics.
I know how valuable the money migrant workers make and I
never want them to supply for those doctors' allotment for
BMWs.
Still I have no clear answer to all my agonies. The only wish
I have with my volunteer work is that I want to be helpful to
them while in Korea and I believe it will lead me to happiness.

AWN

<Korean Language Class for MWs in Seoul city>
Place
Gangdong-gu
강동구
Gwanak-gu
관악구
Guro-gu
구로구

Organization

Contact No.

암사1동 주민자치센터

02)480-1320

평생학습센터

02)880-3425

구로6동 주민자치센터
중국인교회
한국이주노동자복지회
가리봉1동 이주노동자의집
공릉2동 주민자치센터
중계본동 주민자치센터

02)839-8431
02)863-6622
02)858-4115
02)839-8056
02)971-7613
02)950-4410

Nowon-gu
노원구
Dongdaemun-gu
결혼이민자 지원센터
동대문구
Seongdong-gu
성동외국인근로자센터
성동구
Seongbuk-gu
천주교 서울대교구 노동사목회관
성북구
구민회관
Yeongdeungpo-gu
영등포구
한국외국인근로자지원센터
Yongsan-gu
건강가정지원센터
용산구
Jongro-gu
이주여성인권센터
종로구

02)957-0760
02)2282-7974
02)928-2049
02)2670-3346
02)849-6622
02)797-9184
02)3672-8988
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EPS
EPS :: Irregularities
Irregularities in
in Sending
Sending MWs
MWs Remain
Remain
Unexplained
Unexplained
By Cho Moon-hee, Secretary General of FWR

Members of the Network for Migrants' Rights(NMR)
conducted an investigation into the actual condition of the
Employment Permit System (EPS). A team left Korea on June 15
to spend 10 days in Vietnam and Sri Lanka.
The investigation team was composed of four people, from
Gumi Catholic Center, Yongin CLC Centre for Migrant Workers,
IOM in Seoul and me joined the team as a coordinator for
consulting with local government organizations.
Before leaving Korea, the Network tried to learn where to
make contact with repatriated workers and their families.
Mr. Chien and Mr. Tran Xuan Si who are returned workers in
Vietnam and Mr. Lazakbaksa in Sri Lanka introduced local
interviewees to us.
Both have been closely connected with the Association. Mr.
Lazabaksa was introduced from Yangsan Migrant Workers'
House. On arrival in Hanoi the team discussed renting cars,
interpreting services,
forming a schedule
of meeting with
people and so on
with Mr. Chien and
Mr. Tran Xuan Si.
The first full day
saw the team
interview people who
had gathered in Tran
Xuan Si's house.
Some of them had
worked in Korea and it was also good to see an old friend, Mr.
Hien.
Most of the Vietnamese who would like to go to Korea said:
"It costs too much." "It is difficult to go to Korea without
knowing an official in the MOL." "It is difficult to get
information."
The team had some idea of the situation, but the conditions
in Vietnam as a labor sending country were worse than
expected. Through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
under EPS, which each country signs, both government's
organizations are in charge of processing applications and
introducing workers.
In Vietnam, not only Korean language skills, but also
certificates of technical qualification are important. The
government wants to select talented overseas job-seekers
through quotas in vocational schools. The problem is that the
quotas are usually met through corruption.
One interviewee said he gained his way into a vocational
school by paying his way in. He had heard that he should go to
vocational school in order to get work in Korea, and applied for
employment in Korea through the school. After he is approved
to enter Korea, he is supposed to pay $US10,000, which is too
much considering his regular wage would only be 100,000 to
150,000 won a month. But he considered this to be a
worthwhile investment.
So many Vietnamese are eager to go to Korea. Unfortunately,

even though the system has been reformed, the cost is getting
higher because of this. Anyone that passes the Test of
Proficiency in Korean, has skills, and is physically healthy can
apply for employment in Korea through the labor office. Such a
process is very open and equal.
However, an application though a broker is a sure way for a
Vietnamese to enter Korea. The broker makes money utilizing
information and acquaintances and people pay him/her to get
to Korea. The investigation team believed that an application
though a broker was the best way to gain entry into Korea.
After some vague research on Vietnam, our research team
went over to Sri Lanka. As we already got used to Vietnam’s
humid hot weather, Sri Lanka’s heat seemed nothing to us.
Unlike Vietnam, an interview schedule with a governmental
organization had already been scheduled. We had the
interview with an official from SLBFE (Sri Lanka Bureau of
Foreign Employment)
and visited an
educational institute.
Mr. Colombo from
IOM, who matched
the interview with Sri
Lankan government
officials, had worried
if
we
might
embarrass them.
We said that we
were just wondering
how EPS had been
managed here in Sri Lanka and hoping to support Sri
Lankan migrant workers. However, during our interview with
the government officials, we felt that they cared about not
that we were NGO members but that we were visitors from
Korea, as a labor force importing country. Anyway, we were
grateful with the government officials’ sincere attitudes unlike
the ones in Vietnam.
After finishing the interview with government officials, we
started having interviews with real applicants for EPS.
Because of bad road conditions and long distance,
we separated into two groups such as Visiting Team and
Hotel Team (The plan came from the past experience in
Vietnam).
The job application processes for Korea include 2 steps:
(1) Applicant should submit the application form which was
signed by the Minister of Labor to SLBFE and they make a
list through interview; (2) After sending the list to Korea and
making a working contract, applicants receive some
pre-education and take the Korean language test.
The characteristics of Sri Lanka are that the available
applicant should be from special area or privileged region.
The decisive point here is not money but region. It does not
cost much for Sri Lankan except those people who want to
buy the application form.
Because an assembly man can also be a minister in the
country, they should take care of regional people by
providing more chances to work in Korea.

▶Continued to page 4
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Garment
Workers' Struggle
Garment Workers'
Struggle in
in Bangladesh
Bangladesh
**This article is from the Garment Worker Unity Forum
(GWUF) in Dhaka, Bangladesh
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country's booming textile industry.(AFP/File/Farjana K. Godhuly)
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"You cannot be kept in Jail by false cases, so you will be
vanished in Crossfire by Rapid Action Battalion (RAB) (a
force created by the government) to kill and squash people's
movement. You will give leadership should you are allowed
alive?" Mushrefa Mishu became unbearable with these
repeated threats over telephone. Her family is feeling
extreme insecure.
After publication
newspapers, again
you will be let-up
Death have already

of news of this matter in some daily
she is being threatened, "Do you think
for publishing news in daily newspaper?
written up at your fate!"

In the wake of recent movement, and against the
backdrop of government total failure to protect workers life
and ensure safety and security of workers, our organization
GWUF has taken some steps. It is to be mentioned here
that, the government is spending millions of taka for the
Factory Inspectors but it does not yield any result. No
government took any effective measure to ensure workers
interest and protect their lives for last 30 years since the
build up of the garment industry. So, garment owners
became atrocious day by day.
The appointed Factory Inspectors by the state remain busy
with pleasuring garment owners and engage themselves
multiple corruption. Against this uncontrolled prevailing
situation, our organization the GWUF has formed a
101-member factory Inspection Committee? Who will inspect
the garment factories on behalf of the organization. The
committee will inspect whether healthy and secured working
condition is ensured in garment factories or not. This
Committee will also be vigilant to supervise the tripartite
Agreement?(government, factory owners and workers leaders)
is being implemented properly.
Detailed information and the Background of this Tripartite
Agreement are as follows.
At the tremendous pressure of the movement and
unprecedented workers uprising under leadership of the
GWUF, Mushrefa Mishu was arrested (also mentioned earlier)
from Gazipur district adjacent to the capital city Dhaka.
After her arrest, the movement got impetus and triggered
more everywhere. And the government, owners were
compelled to comply with the workers some lawful demands.
And under the strong protest and demonstration, the
government became bound to release the president of
GWUF, Mushrefa Mishu on temporary bail recently but all the
26 false cases are still unwithdrawn. The tripartite meeting
held its first meet on 24 May, and the second and third one
on 1 June and 4 June respectively.
Owners and government have accepted many demands
placed by the GWUF in the tripartite agreement. Among the
placed demands following have been accepted - weekly
holiday, maternity leave, formation wage board, ensure
minimum wage, right of trade union, run factory by
understanding between workers and owners, workers identity
card, appointment letter, 8 hours working time, 2 hours
overtime, ensure overtime bill, night bill, increase Piece Rate,
establish BEPZA roll for EPZ factories, stop sexual
harassment, and abuse to women workers etc.
This Factory Inspection Committee of the GWUF will
supervise and monitor whether the accepted demands of the
organization are being implemented properly in all factories
across the country, or not.

The government and factory owners committed to
implement the accepted demands in one month (within
June). The GWUF is demonstrating and bringing out
procession regularly to execute the Tripartite Agreement
within the stipulated time. The Inspection Committee will
commence its function from July this year.
After every regular inspection of garment factories in
different specific area, this committee will meet a press
conference at every three months interval to public the
findings, whether this agreement is being implemented or
not.
This committee will also inspect the safe and healthy
working environment is factory is ensured or not. The
Committee will prepare a list of non-compliant factories. And
against these non-compliant factories, the GWUF will start
waging militant movement and demonstration to force them
in implementing the Tripartite Agreement.
This Factory Inspection Committee will consist of doctors,
lawyers, journalist, university students, women and workers
leaders.
Garment Worker Unity Forum (GWUF)
Dhaka, Bangladesh
E-mail: g-w-u-f@yahoo.com
Mailing Address:
51/2, North Road (1st Floor)
Green Road, Dhanmondi
Dhaka-1205
Bangladesh
AWN

Ansan Fire Leaves Seven
People Injured
Before the Seoul Jamsil gosiwon(Building with many small
rooms for the persons preparing the Higher Civil Service
Examination) fire was completely out, it flared up again,
leaving seven people injured. Another 50 were evacuated.
On July 25, at 11:45 pm, the fire broke out on the
second floor of a 4-story gosiwon building in Wongok-dong
Danwongu Ansan Gyeongi village. A total of six people two Russians, two Chinese, and two Koreans - suffered
from toxic gas inhalation and were taken to hospital.
Jumping from 3rd floor window, another Russia was taken to
hospital with a sprained ankle.
The fire burned out the building’s utility room, but was put
out after 15 minutes, causing property damage of about 5
million won.
As the gosiwon administrator Mr. Mun says, "As I smelt
the smoke in the hallway, the fire was already spreading in
utility room. We tried to put out the fire with the fire
extinguisher, but it wasn't enough so I called 119.”
The building was used as a motorcycle repair shop on
first floor, as a gosiwon on the second and third floors, and
a residence on the fourth floor. The gosiwon was known for
lodging foreign workers because it was located on ‘Foreign
Workers Street'.
Police say the fire was caused by a short-circuit or
overheating of a refrigerator in the utility room.

<Cookie News> July 26, 2006
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A
Life in
in an
A 'Privilised'
'Privilised' Life
an Underprivileged
Underprivileged
World
World
By Cassandra Beardsley
SEA correspondent
Five years ago, my then, nine-year-old baby sister came
to stay with my husband and me for a week while we were
living in Malaysia. My Father and Step Mother thought it
would be a good idea for her to see how other people in
the world lived. Being a very astute child, and seeing people
living in what she considered ‘sheds’, and realising how
good her life was in Australia, she came up with the phrase,
‘privilised’ a combination of privileged and civilized. Since
then, knowing how truly lucky I am to have the life I’ve
been blessed with, I always describe how I live as
‘privilised’.
In the seven years I’ve been living in Asia, six of them in
Southeast Asia, I’ve come to realise that the majority of the
world ekes out an existence, and only a very few lead
‘privilised’ lives. In Cambodia I saw the devastating results
of the Pol Pot regime. In Thailand I saw girls barely in
puberty selling their bodies to pay off family debts. And in
Bali I’ve seen the dreadful effect terrorism can have on a
society.
However, despite the vast poverty and suffering in
Southeast Asia, the human spirit shines through. In all of
these placesthe people are, generally, warm and friendly.
Yes, most of them are aware that a smile can help earn
more money, but when you stepback and look at these
societies as a whole, you realise that geniality is an innate
part of their being.
Recently, my ‘privilised’ life has taken me to West
Sumatra, Indonesia. A place relatively free of the trappings
of tourism, and where long held traditions and lifestyle are
still maintained. A place where a ‘white person’ isn’t always
seen as someone to just earn money from or to be
suspicious of. A place where complete strangers invite you
into their houses for afternoon tea, just because they want
to find out all about you – where you come from, what you
do, why are you there. A place of great natural beauty.
If I was writing a typical travel article, I’d be describing
the beautiful, tropical, volcanic countryside, with clear lakes.
Or the ‘charming’ locals who still wear traditional dress and
plough their fields using buffalo. But I’m not writing about
those things. Others have already done that.
What resonates most with me when I think of my
experience in West Sumatra is, despite the financial poverty,
the people there (the Minnangkabau) still laugh together,
look out for one another, and are very sure of who they are
and where they belong. Everyone knows eachother and
eachother’s business. The elderly are respected. Children are
adored. And everything is done with the wellbeing of the
entire community being put first. Westernisation hasn’t
penetrated and overwhelmed this little piece of paradise, yet.

It was refreshing to be a stranger where the children were
happy just to sit next to meand practice there English or
help me with my basic Indonesian. Having little girls offer
me strange, new fruit to try and doubling over with laughter
when I pulled faces because it was so sour. Young boys
being fascinated by my digital camera, where they could see
the photos instantly. Being looked at by babies, who had
been thrust into my arms by their mothers, with complete
bewilderment because they hadn’t seen a ‘white person’
before.
Farmers coming up to me to feel my arms to see if I was
‘soft and flabby’, being surprised by my muscle tone.
Although staunchly Muslim, no other ethnic culture in
Sumatra maintains its cultural traditions more proudly than
the Minangkabau. Their society remains matrilineal – the
eldest female is the head of the family and property is
inherited through the female line. They also have a
nature-based philosophy called ‘adat’, where, "One must
nurture growth in humans, animals, and plants so that
societywill be strong." An idea expressed in the proverb,
"Growth in nature must be a teacher."
So what will become of such a society in this rapidly
changing world, which seems to be getting smaller and
angrier? According to anthropologist Peggy Reeves Sunday
PhD, "There are two kinds of globalization Minangkabau
intellectuals
worry
about:
Western
capitalism
and
anti-Western Islamism. The passion the Minangkabau pour
into religion and adat acts as a defense against the
destructive consequences of Western capitalism and guards
against falling lockstep into a simplistic anti-Western
Islamism. Urban professionals and intellectuals reject both
forms of globalization as ‘a clash between two politicized
universalisms’. They long for a more humane model of
globalization for their country and the world based on
cultural and spiritual values rather than on political or
economic values in the context of ‘democracy building and
creating good governance’."
This is a dream expressed by many of the peoples of the
world regardless of religion.
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regarding sex trading. Undocumented migrant people in
protective custody will have basic human rights.
An MOJ representative said, "We revised the immigration
control law in reference to international standards in advanced
On July 30, forty migrant workers from the Ansan Migrant countries and recommendations from the National Human Rights
Workers' Centre and officers from Ansan City went to Inje, Commission and civil groups, and plan to submit it to the regular
Gangwon province, to help in the flood-stricken area. They session of the National Assembly this fall."
worked tirelessly to help restore the sites which were hit by
<Munhwa Ilbo> July 12, 2006
heavy rains.
Morjaman Lipon, 36, from Bangladesh took the initiative to
join the nationwide aid activities because he thinks of Korea
as his second homeland.
Lipon discussed this situation with fifty friends in a migrant
workers' meeting in Suwon, and they decided to donate their
Sundays for recovery work.
Migrant workers in Incheon and Euijeongbu also
volunteered their labor power after hearing the news.
Migrant Workers' Centre members also offered their
services to Gangwon provincial government, which has
promised to give them preferential placement.
Ansan City Hall stood by the migrant worker volunteers,
providing transportation, spades, gunny bags, drinking water
and soft drinks.
Officials were sent along to accompany them. Merchants
in Ansan's foreigner district provided meals for the
volunteers, and Ansan Chosunjok Senior Club collected
donations for flood victims.

A legal proceedings support service for workers' delayed
payment, which was introduced to protect workers' rights, has
increased in popularity.

According to the Yangsan District office of the MOL on August
1, this year, 1,007 workers in Yangsan, Gimhae and Milyang have
used the free legal aid service to receive delayed payment.
Approximately 3.9 billion Won has been recouped.
Since July, the MOL has operated this system to prevent
workers from giving up lawsuits due to cost problems. The Korea
Legal Aid Corporation provides all legal proceedings services on
the workers' behalf, and is free of charge.
In this regard, the Labor management Division in the Yangsan
district office of the MOL and Korea Legal Aid Corporation Ulsan
branch provide consultation services for free legal aid for workers
Lipon said, "In 1991 several hundred thousand from 1pm - 5pm every second and fourth Wednesday of each
Bangladeshis died or went missing in floods. I, myself, month.
suffered from floods twice, and felt so sorry for the flood
victims in Korea after watching the news. If Korea, our An officer from the Yangsan district office said, "A worker who
suffers from delayed payment gets verification for delayed
second homeland, is sick, we also feel the pain".
<Yonhap News> July 27, 2006 payment in a regional MOL office, and then applies to the Korea
Legal Aid Corporation."

On August 12, the MOJ held a hearing and revealed a
revised immigration control law that will be more closely
linked to human rights. This has been done in light of Korea
now having one million migrant people in Korea.
From now on, when an official visits a company who hires
migrant workers, for the purpose of a crackdown on
undocumented migrant workers, he/she should hold a
permission letter or warrant from an administrative court or a
certificate of inspection authorized by the Minister of Justice.
Opportunities for protecting asylum seeker's rights will also
be extended. Currently, asylum seeker should apply for
asylum status within one year of entering Korea. This limited
period will be abolished.
A period for formal objection will be extended from 7 days
to 14 days. A person who is not granted asylum will be
permitted to stay in Korea for a certain period if humanitarian
consideration is necessary.
In addition, when police or officials do find undocumented
migrant people, they should find out whether they need to be
relieved of their rights before being sent to the immigration
control office.
Once the revised law is implemented, migrant workers are
expected to be safe from unreasonable discrimination or
exploitation by vicious enterprisers who abuse their
undocumented status. Also, any foreigner who is found guilty
of human trafficking will be deported based on a special law

"Not only local people, but also migrant workers are entitled to
benefit from this service", he added.

<Busan Ilbo> August 1, 2006

Nepalese workers
in Korea have a
meeting issued
on 'Life as
Migrant Workers
and roll of
massmedia" in
Seoul on July 30,
2006

A Filipino worker
work at a plastic
injection
company with
very
hot
temperature.
(photo
from
Yonhap News)
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Culture Experience with
KNCC Filipino Workers
There will be a cultural event providing exposure for
Koreans to the cultures of foreign workers.
The Korean Christian Church Conference and Seoul
Foreign Worker Centre will host a 'Cultural experience with
migrant workers - Philippines' in Seoul's Daehang-ro
Marronnier Park on July 23.
There will be traditional clothes and photos of life in the
Philippines on display, and a performance of traditional
Philippine dance and music.
Prayers will also be said for the Korean people, better
understanding between the two cultures, and for those
fighting for the human rights of others.
Similar events will be held to present other Asian cultures,
including Mongolia, India and Vietnam. Bangladesh will have
its cultural event on August 20, and Myanmar will have its on
September 17. <Gukmin Ilbo> July 19, 2006

Welcome to the Minorities'
Festival
Gyeonggi Culture Foundation will open a cultural festifal
with social minorities in Ei Jeong Bu, Seoul on September
8~9.
The Foundation mentioned that minorities should enjoy
culture as same human beings and they also can show and
say their culture by themselves. Among that, social members
can understand each other and each members can come
out from themselves.
- Place : Theater of Ei Jeong Bu Art Hall and outdoor
stage (의정부 예술의전당 대극장 및 야외무대)
- Contact Number : 031)853-2851~2
- Program :
Date/Time
Sep. 8 ~
15:00

Program
Photo Exhibition on minorities

Sep. 8
16:00

Symposium
Minorities

-

Korean

Society

and

Sep. 8
19:30

Concert with sharing together
- Stop Crackdown & Son Hyun-suk,
Jeon
Je-duk
Band,
Oh
Yu-jin(pianist), Jeong Tae-chun, Park
Eun-ok

Sep. 9
16:00~

Presentation of minorities' arts

Sep. 9
18:00

Play with instruments for folk music

Sep. 9
11:00~

Women migrant workers' cook
-Vietnam, Thailand, Philippine, China,
Mongolia

Sep. 9
11:00~

One-day Library

Sep. 9
11:00~

Store handling hand-made industrial
arts

Sep. 9
13:00~

Experience as minorities

By Lee Mi-ran, counselor

Q

My Employer Deduct Tax and
Insurance

I'm a Vietnamese migrant worker, Nguyen, who came to Korea
through EPS. My salary is not much but deducted so much. I asked
my boss about that. He said it was tax and insurance fee, so I want
to know about the tax and insurance fee that I have to pay.

A

A worker in Korea has to pay an income tax and an inhabitants
tax. The amount depends on the worker's income.
Generally workers have 4 kinds of insurance. They are the
national pension, the medical insurance, the employment
insurance, and the industrial accident insurance. Except for the
industrial accident insurance, workers have to pay a part of the
insurance cost.
A migrant worker who came to Korea through the EPS also
has 4 kinds of insurance. Those insurance that the employer
should apply to his worker are the departure guarantee insurance,
the wage guarantee insurance, the casualty insurance, and the
return cost insurance. The departure guarantee insurance is what
the employer who employs more than 5 workers applies instead
of severance pay. 8.3% of the employee's average wage must
be paid by the employer every month.
The migrant worker can claim insurance benefits but if the
working period is less than a year, the employer can claim the
benefits. The wage guarantee insurance should be applied for by
the employer to be used against unpaid salary. It also is paid by
the employer. If the migrant worker doesn't get his salary, he can
claim insurance. The return cost insurance is what migrant
workers should avail of to prepare for return cost within 80 days
after labor contract becomes effective. Insurance cost of 400,000
Won has to be paid by Chinese, Filipinos, Indonesian,
Vietnamese, 500,000 Won by Mongolian, 600,000 Won by Sri
Lankan. If it isn't paid within that period, the migrant worker has
to pay a penalty.
The casualty insurance is for preparing for the migrant worker's
disease or death, and to be paid within 15 days after the labor
contract becomes effective. Insurance cost varies according to
age, sex, etc. If a migrant worker has a disability or dies by
disease or accident, he can claim insurance benefits. AWN
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Why
Do II Volunteer
Volunteer for
for the
the MWs'
MWs' Medical
Medical Care?
Care?
Why Do
By Kim Jeung-Hee
Dentist, A Member of Dental Clinic for Migrant Workers
Actually, I didn't start to examine patients with big
self-consciousness.
To be one complete creature of God, I often pray to become
his useful tool and this started from my adolescence. When I
had to choose what to major, I remembered my pray and
chose it. During my premedical course, I thought dentists can
serve the society in some way. I visited Sorok-do, a well
known quarantine island for leprosy, as one way of expressing
my desires.
Unlike my thoughts, the patients in Sorok Island were very
delighted and spent everyday with prayers and chants. Not clear
enough but with a little understanding of true meaning of
happiness in heart, I realized happiness was superior to
everything such as health, appearance, money, social position
while spending three days there.
School went on again and I began to see social happiness
and unhappiness. After seeing student demonstration behind the
University back door, I became serious. This attitude changed
me about real faith which I thought was focusing on building
God's country instead of cumulating personal experiences or
training.
Once I joined town community to be supportive to develop
local culture. But I never broke myself, timidity inside me, a
hundred percent. I had selected ideas and faith among various
of those and tried to exercise them. However, my judgement on
what was right and wrong didn't fade away.
I happened to read an article on the Newspaper before. It

MWs can learn Korean
language easily
Many Korean teaching courses start mainly in
District offices of Seoul.
There are 10 Korean language courses for migrant
workers in Seoul now. Especially in Guro District
where about 13 thousand migrant workers stay
tentatively manage Korean language courses, Korean
movie club, and so on in Guro 6-dong and
Garibong 1-dong.
Moreover, Welfare club for migrant workers and
Home of migrant workers have Korean courses
which held once or twice a week.
In case of Jongro district in Seoul, Center for
migrant women workers' rights made 6-months-long
courses (Basic and Intermediate) which are held on
every Friday morning 10:30. In addition, Seongbuk,
Yeongdeungpo, and Yongsan district offices
ambitiously make Korean teaching courses for
foreigners by co-operation with center for migrant
workers.
An officer of Yeongdeungpo, where the most
migrant workers live, said that although there were
few home-visiting Korean teaching courses, now the
offices had always 20~30 people for 2-months-long
courses since the last November. He added that
foreigners really like the courses.

reported that one Nepal migrant worker had serious injury when
his finger was cut and deported without any compensation from
the factory. I shivered with anger.
20 to 30 years ago, we, Koreans went to hot middle east
countries or Japan to make money. They were descendants of
our ancestors who migrated to Hawaii. Wouldn't it be sad to
know that they were having the same difficulties?
I always kept that in my mind but moving on to action was
quite another thing to me. I was pretty much exhausted from
my routines and I thought this self-awareness might bring me
energy and give motives to my life. Well, this was how I started
my activity.
From time to time I think about the structural problems of
migrant worker's rights which are not improved so far and ask
myself what could change it is just treatment of rotten teeth.
Volunteer doctors like me visit the clinic by rotation every
week so managing sterilization and sanitary condition of clinic
are other worries I have.
Wouldn't dental treatment give any other diseases or would it
be better to visit the nearest volunteer doctor's clinic. Or open
a free dental clinic or just get rid of Sunday dental treatment
center. Rarely some clinics ask for no insurance payment for
teeth treatments which they insist that teeth are rotten ones. I
don't want them to visit those clinics.
I know how valuable the money migrant workers make and I
never want them to supply for those doctors' allotment for
BMWs.
Still I have no clear answer to all my agonies. The only wish
I have with my volunteer work is that I want to be helpful to
them while in Korea and I believe it will lead me to happiness.

AWN

<Korean Language Class for MWs in Seoul city>
Place
Gangdong-gu
강동구
Gwanak-gu
관악구
Guro-gu
구로구

Organization

Contact No.

암사1동 주민자치센터

02)480-1320

평생학습센터

02)880-3425

구로6동 주민자치센터
중국인교회
한국이주노동자복지회
가리봉1동 이주노동자의집
공릉2동 주민자치센터
중계본동 주민자치센터

02)839-8431
02)863-6622
02)858-4115
02)839-8056
02)971-7613
02)950-4410

Nowon-gu
노원구
Dongdaemun-gu
결혼이민자 지원센터
동대문구
Seongdong-gu
성동외국인근로자센터
성동구
Seongbuk-gu
천주교 서울대교구 노동사목회관
성북구
구민회관
Yeongdeungpo-gu
영등포구
한국외국인근로자지원센터
Yongsan-gu
건강가정지원센터
용산구
Jongro-gu
이주여성인권센터
종로구

02)957-0760
02)2282-7974
02)928-2049
02)2670-3346
02)849-6622
02)797-9184
02)3672-8988
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EPS
EPS :: Irregularities
Irregularities in
in Sending
Sending MWs
MWs Remain
Remain
Unexplained
Unexplained
By Cho Moon-hee, Secretary General of FWR

Members of the Network for Migrants' Rights(NMR)
conducted an investigation into the actual condition of the
Employment Permit System (EPS). A team left Korea on June 15
to spend 10 days in Vietnam and Sri Lanka.
The investigation team was composed of four people, from
Gumi Catholic Center, Yongin CLC Centre for Migrant Workers,
IOM in Seoul and me joined the team as a coordinator for
consulting with local government organizations.
Before leaving Korea, the Network tried to learn where to
make contact with repatriated workers and their families.
Mr. Chien and Mr. Tran Xuan Si who are returned workers in
Vietnam and Mr. Lazakbaksa in Sri Lanka introduced local
interviewees to us.
Both have been closely connected with the Association. Mr.
Lazabaksa was introduced from Yangsan Migrant Workers'
House. On arrival in Hanoi the team discussed renting cars,
interpreting services,
forming a schedule
of meeting with
people and so on
with Mr. Chien and
Mr. Tran Xuan Si.
The first full day
saw the team
interview people who
had gathered in Tran
Xuan Si's house.
Some of them had
worked in Korea and it was also good to see an old friend, Mr.
Hien.
Most of the Vietnamese who would like to go to Korea said:
"It costs too much." "It is difficult to go to Korea without
knowing an official in the MOL." "It is difficult to get
information."
The team had some idea of the situation, but the conditions
in Vietnam as a labor sending country were worse than
expected. Through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
under EPS, which each country signs, both government's
organizations are in charge of processing applications and
introducing workers.
In Vietnam, not only Korean language skills, but also
certificates of technical qualification are important. The
government wants to select talented overseas job-seekers
through quotas in vocational schools. The problem is that the
quotas are usually met through corruption.
One interviewee said he gained his way into a vocational
school by paying his way in. He had heard that he should go to
vocational school in order to get work in Korea, and applied for
employment in Korea through the school. After he is approved
to enter Korea, he is supposed to pay $US10,000, which is too
much considering his regular wage would only be 100,000 to
150,000 won a month. But he considered this to be a
worthwhile investment.
So many Vietnamese are eager to go to Korea. Unfortunately,

even though the system has been reformed, the cost is getting
higher because of this. Anyone that passes the Test of
Proficiency in Korean, has skills, and is physically healthy can
apply for employment in Korea through the labor office. Such a
process is very open and equal.
However, an application though a broker is a sure way for a
Vietnamese to enter Korea. The broker makes money utilizing
information and acquaintances and people pay him/her to get
to Korea. The investigation team believed that an application
though a broker was the best way to gain entry into Korea.
After some vague research on Vietnam, our research team
went over to Sri Lanka. As we already got used to Vietnam’s
humid hot weather, Sri Lanka’s heat seemed nothing to us.
Unlike Vietnam, an interview schedule with a governmental
organization had already been scheduled. We had the
interview with an official from SLBFE (Sri Lanka Bureau of
Foreign Employment)
and visited an
educational institute.
Mr. Colombo from
IOM, who matched
the interview with Sri
Lankan government
officials, had worried
if
we
might
embarrass them.
We said that we
were just wondering
how EPS had been
managed here in Sri Lanka and hoping to support Sri
Lankan migrant workers. However, during our interview with
the government officials, we felt that they cared about not
that we were NGO members but that we were visitors from
Korea, as a labor force importing country. Anyway, we were
grateful with the government officials’ sincere attitudes unlike
the ones in Vietnam.
After finishing the interview with government officials, we
started having interviews with real applicants for EPS.
Because of bad road conditions and long distance,
we separated into two groups such as Visiting Team and
Hotel Team (The plan came from the past experience in
Vietnam).
The job application processes for Korea include 2 steps:
(1) Applicant should submit the application form which was
signed by the Minister of Labor to SLBFE and they make a
list through interview; (2) After sending the list to Korea and
making a working contract, applicants receive some
pre-education and take the Korean language test.
The characteristics of Sri Lanka are that the available
applicant should be from special area or privileged region.
The decisive point here is not money but region. It does not
cost much for Sri Lankan except those people who want to
buy the application form.
Because an assembly man can also be a minister in the
country, they should take care of regional people by
providing more chances to work in Korea.

▶Continued to page 4
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Garment
Workers' Struggle
Garment Workers'
Struggle in
in Bangladesh
Bangladesh
**This article is from the Garment Worker Unity Forum
(GWUF) in Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Bangladeshi textile workers. Exports by Bangladesh rose above a
record 10-billion dollars in the past fiscal year led by the
country's booming textile industry.(AFP/File/Farjana K. Godhuly)
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with supporting groups of Korea resulted in a great success.
This time again, we felt that it was very important to make a
good friendship with migrant workers in Korea.
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▶From page 4
"You cannot be kept in Jail by false cases, so you will be
vanished in Crossfire by Rapid Action Battalion (RAB) (a
force created by the government) to kill and squash people's
movement. You will give leadership should you are allowed
alive?" Mushrefa Mishu became unbearable with these
repeated threats over telephone. Her family is feeling
extreme insecure.
After publication
newspapers, again
you will be let-up
Death have already

of news of this matter in some daily
she is being threatened, "Do you think
for publishing news in daily newspaper?
written up at your fate!"

In the wake of recent movement, and against the
backdrop of government total failure to protect workers life
and ensure safety and security of workers, our organization
GWUF has taken some steps. It is to be mentioned here
that, the government is spending millions of taka for the
Factory Inspectors but it does not yield any result. No
government took any effective measure to ensure workers
interest and protect their lives for last 30 years since the
build up of the garment industry. So, garment owners
became atrocious day by day.
The appointed Factory Inspectors by the state remain busy
with pleasuring garment owners and engage themselves
multiple corruption. Against this uncontrolled prevailing
situation, our organization the GWUF has formed a
101-member factory Inspection Committee? Who will inspect
the garment factories on behalf of the organization. The
committee will inspect whether healthy and secured working
condition is ensured in garment factories or not. This
Committee will also be vigilant to supervise the tripartite
Agreement?(government, factory owners and workers leaders)
is being implemented properly.
Detailed information and the Background of this Tripartite
Agreement are as follows.
At the tremendous pressure of the movement and
unprecedented workers uprising under leadership of the
GWUF, Mushrefa Mishu was arrested (also mentioned earlier)
from Gazipur district adjacent to the capital city Dhaka.
After her arrest, the movement got impetus and triggered
more everywhere. And the government, owners were
compelled to comply with the workers some lawful demands.
And under the strong protest and demonstration, the
government became bound to release the president of
GWUF, Mushrefa Mishu on temporary bail recently but all the
26 false cases are still unwithdrawn. The tripartite meeting
held its first meet on 24 May, and the second and third one
on 1 June and 4 June respectively.
Owners and government have accepted many demands
placed by the GWUF in the tripartite agreement. Among the
placed demands following have been accepted - weekly
holiday, maternity leave, formation wage board, ensure
minimum wage, right of trade union, run factory by
understanding between workers and owners, workers identity
card, appointment letter, 8 hours working time, 2 hours
overtime, ensure overtime bill, night bill, increase Piece Rate,
establish BEPZA roll for EPZ factories, stop sexual
harassment, and abuse to women workers etc.
This Factory Inspection Committee of the GWUF will
supervise and monitor whether the accepted demands of the
organization are being implemented properly in all factories
across the country, or not.

The government and factory owners committed to
implement the accepted demands in one month (within
June). The GWUF is demonstrating and bringing out
procession regularly to execute the Tripartite Agreement
within the stipulated time. The Inspection Committee will
commence its function from July this year.
After every regular inspection of garment factories in
different specific area, this committee will meet a press
conference at every three months interval to public the
findings, whether this agreement is being implemented or
not.
This committee will also inspect the safe and healthy
working environment is factory is ensured or not. The
Committee will prepare a list of non-compliant factories. And
against these non-compliant factories, the GWUF will start
waging militant movement and demonstration to force them
in implementing the Tripartite Agreement.
This Factory Inspection Committee will consist of doctors,
lawyers, journalist, university students, women and workers
leaders.
Garment Worker Unity Forum (GWUF)
Dhaka, Bangladesh
E-mail: g-w-u-f@yahoo.com
Mailing Address:
51/2, North Road (1st Floor)
Green Road, Dhanmondi
Dhaka-1205
Bangladesh
AWN

Ansan Fire Leaves Seven
People Injured
Before the Seoul Jamsil gosiwon(Building with many small
rooms for the persons preparing the Higher Civil Service
Examination) fire was completely out, it flared up again,
leaving seven people injured. Another 50 were evacuated.
On July 25, at 11:45 pm, the fire broke out on the
second floor of a 4-story gosiwon building in Wongok-dong
Danwongu Ansan Gyeongi village. A total of six people two Russians, two Chinese, and two Koreans - suffered
from toxic gas inhalation and were taken to hospital.
Jumping from 3rd floor window, another Russia was taken to
hospital with a sprained ankle.
The fire burned out the building’s utility room, but was put
out after 15 minutes, causing property damage of about 5
million won.
As the gosiwon administrator Mr. Mun says, "As I smelt
the smoke in the hallway, the fire was already spreading in
utility room. We tried to put out the fire with the fire
extinguisher, but it wasn't enough so I called 119.”
The building was used as a motorcycle repair shop on
first floor, as a gosiwon on the second and third floors, and
a residence on the fourth floor. The gosiwon was known for
lodging foreign workers because it was located on ‘Foreign
Workers Street'.
Police say the fire was caused by a short-circuit or
overheating of a refrigerator in the utility room.

<Cookie News> July 26, 2006
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World
World
By Cassandra Beardsley
SEA correspondent
Five years ago, my then, nine-year-old baby sister came
to stay with my husband and me for a week while we were
living in Malaysia. My Father and Step Mother thought it
would be a good idea for her to see how other people in
the world lived. Being a very astute child, and seeing people
living in what she considered ‘sheds’, and realising how
good her life was in Australia, she came up with the phrase,
‘privilised’ a combination of privileged and civilized. Since
then, knowing how truly lucky I am to have the life I’ve
been blessed with, I always describe how I live as
‘privilised’.
In the seven years I’ve been living in Asia, six of them in
Southeast Asia, I’ve come to realise that the majority of the
world ekes out an existence, and only a very few lead
‘privilised’ lives. In Cambodia I saw the devastating results
of the Pol Pot regime. In Thailand I saw girls barely in
puberty selling their bodies to pay off family debts. And in
Bali I’ve seen the dreadful effect terrorism can have on a
society.
However, despite the vast poverty and suffering in
Southeast Asia, the human spirit shines through. In all of
these placesthe people are, generally, warm and friendly.
Yes, most of them are aware that a smile can help earn
more money, but when you stepback and look at these
societies as a whole, you realise that geniality is an innate
part of their being.
Recently, my ‘privilised’ life has taken me to West
Sumatra, Indonesia. A place relatively free of the trappings
of tourism, and where long held traditions and lifestyle are
still maintained. A place where a ‘white person’ isn’t always
seen as someone to just earn money from or to be
suspicious of. A place where complete strangers invite you
into their houses for afternoon tea, just because they want
to find out all about you – where you come from, what you
do, why are you there. A place of great natural beauty.
If I was writing a typical travel article, I’d be describing
the beautiful, tropical, volcanic countryside, with clear lakes.
Or the ‘charming’ locals who still wear traditional dress and
plough their fields using buffalo. But I’m not writing about
those things. Others have already done that.
What resonates most with me when I think of my
experience in West Sumatra is, despite the financial poverty,
the people there (the Minnangkabau) still laugh together,
look out for one another, and are very sure of who they are
and where they belong. Everyone knows eachother and
eachother’s business. The elderly are respected. Children are
adored. And everything is done with the wellbeing of the
entire community being put first. Westernisation hasn’t
penetrated and overwhelmed this little piece of paradise, yet.

It was refreshing to be a stranger where the children were
happy just to sit next to meand practice there English or
help me with my basic Indonesian. Having little girls offer
me strange, new fruit to try and doubling over with laughter
when I pulled faces because it was so sour. Young boys
being fascinated by my digital camera, where they could see
the photos instantly. Being looked at by babies, who had
been thrust into my arms by their mothers, with complete
bewilderment because they hadn’t seen a ‘white person’
before.
Farmers coming up to me to feel my arms to see if I was
‘soft and flabby’, being surprised by my muscle tone.
Although staunchly Muslim, no other ethnic culture in
Sumatra maintains its cultural traditions more proudly than
the Minangkabau. Their society remains matrilineal – the
eldest female is the head of the family and property is
inherited through the female line. They also have a
nature-based philosophy called ‘adat’, where, "One must
nurture growth in humans, animals, and plants so that
societywill be strong." An idea expressed in the proverb,
"Growth in nature must be a teacher."
So what will become of such a society in this rapidly
changing world, which seems to be getting smaller and
angrier? According to anthropologist Peggy Reeves Sunday
PhD, "There are two kinds of globalization Minangkabau
intellectuals
worry
about:
Western
capitalism
and
anti-Western Islamism. The passion the Minangkabau pour
into religion and adat acts as a defense against the
destructive consequences of Western capitalism and guards
against falling lockstep into a simplistic anti-Western
Islamism. Urban professionals and intellectuals reject both
forms of globalization as ‘a clash between two politicized
universalisms’. They long for a more humane model of
globalization for their country and the world based on
cultural and spiritual values rather than on political or
economic values in the context of ‘democracy building and
creating good governance’."
This is a dream expressed by many of the peoples of the
world regardless of religion.

AUGUST 13, 2006
regarding sex trading. Undocumented migrant people in
protective custody will have basic human rights.
An MOJ representative said, "We revised the immigration
control law in reference to international standards in advanced
On July 30, forty migrant workers from the Ansan Migrant countries and recommendations from the National Human Rights
Workers' Centre and officers from Ansan City went to Inje, Commission and civil groups, and plan to submit it to the regular
Gangwon province, to help in the flood-stricken area. They session of the National Assembly this fall."
worked tirelessly to help restore the sites which were hit by
<Munhwa Ilbo> July 12, 2006
heavy rains.
Morjaman Lipon, 36, from Bangladesh took the initiative to
join the nationwide aid activities because he thinks of Korea
as his second homeland.
Lipon discussed this situation with fifty friends in a migrant
workers' meeting in Suwon, and they decided to donate their
Sundays for recovery work.
Migrant workers in Incheon and Euijeongbu also
volunteered their labor power after hearing the news.
Migrant Workers' Centre members also offered their
services to Gangwon provincial government, which has
promised to give them preferential placement.
Ansan City Hall stood by the migrant worker volunteers,
providing transportation, spades, gunny bags, drinking water
and soft drinks.
Officials were sent along to accompany them. Merchants
in Ansan's foreigner district provided meals for the
volunteers, and Ansan Chosunjok Senior Club collected
donations for flood victims.

A legal proceedings support service for workers' delayed
payment, which was introduced to protect workers' rights, has
increased in popularity.

According to the Yangsan District office of the MOL on August
1, this year, 1,007 workers in Yangsan, Gimhae and Milyang have
used the free legal aid service to receive delayed payment.
Approximately 3.9 billion Won has been recouped.
Since July, the MOL has operated this system to prevent
workers from giving up lawsuits due to cost problems. The Korea
Legal Aid Corporation provides all legal proceedings services on
the workers' behalf, and is free of charge.
In this regard, the Labor management Division in the Yangsan
district office of the MOL and Korea Legal Aid Corporation Ulsan
branch provide consultation services for free legal aid for workers
Lipon said, "In 1991 several hundred thousand from 1pm - 5pm every second and fourth Wednesday of each
Bangladeshis died or went missing in floods. I, myself, month.
suffered from floods twice, and felt so sorry for the flood
victims in Korea after watching the news. If Korea, our An officer from the Yangsan district office said, "A worker who
suffers from delayed payment gets verification for delayed
second homeland, is sick, we also feel the pain".
<Yonhap News> July 27, 2006 payment in a regional MOL office, and then applies to the Korea
Legal Aid Corporation."

On August 12, the MOJ held a hearing and revealed a
revised immigration control law that will be more closely
linked to human rights. This has been done in light of Korea
now having one million migrant people in Korea.
From now on, when an official visits a company who hires
migrant workers, for the purpose of a crackdown on
undocumented migrant workers, he/she should hold a
permission letter or warrant from an administrative court or a
certificate of inspection authorized by the Minister of Justice.
Opportunities for protecting asylum seeker's rights will also
be extended. Currently, asylum seeker should apply for
asylum status within one year of entering Korea. This limited
period will be abolished.
A period for formal objection will be extended from 7 days
to 14 days. A person who is not granted asylum will be
permitted to stay in Korea for a certain period if humanitarian
consideration is necessary.
In addition, when police or officials do find undocumented
migrant people, they should find out whether they need to be
relieved of their rights before being sent to the immigration
control office.
Once the revised law is implemented, migrant workers are
expected to be safe from unreasonable discrimination or
exploitation by vicious enterprisers who abuse their
undocumented status. Also, any foreigner who is found guilty
of human trafficking will be deported based on a special law

"Not only local people, but also migrant workers are entitled to
benefit from this service", he added.

<Busan Ilbo> August 1, 2006

Nepalese workers
in Korea have a
meeting issued
on 'Life as
Migrant Workers
and roll of
massmedia" in
Seoul on July 30,
2006

A Filipino worker
work at a plastic
injection
company with
very
hot
temperature.
(photo
from
Yonhap News)
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Culture Experience with
KNCC Filipino Workers
There will be a cultural event providing exposure for
Koreans to the cultures of foreign workers.
The Korean Christian Church Conference and Seoul
Foreign Worker Centre will host a 'Cultural experience with
migrant workers - Philippines' in Seoul's Daehang-ro
Marronnier Park on July 23.
There will be traditional clothes and photos of life in the
Philippines on display, and a performance of traditional
Philippine dance and music.
Prayers will also be said for the Korean people, better
understanding between the two cultures, and for those
fighting for the human rights of others.
Similar events will be held to present other Asian cultures,
including Mongolia, India and Vietnam. Bangladesh will have
its cultural event on August 20, and Myanmar will have its on
September 17. <Gukmin Ilbo> July 19, 2006

Welcome to the Minorities'
Festival
Gyeonggi Culture Foundation will open a cultural festifal
with social minorities in Ei Jeong Bu, Seoul on September
8~9.
The Foundation mentioned that minorities should enjoy
culture as same human beings and they also can show and
say their culture by themselves. Among that, social members
can understand each other and each members can come
out from themselves.
- Place : Theater of Ei Jeong Bu Art Hall and outdoor
stage (의정부 예술의전당 대극장 및 야외무대)
- Contact Number : 031)853-2851~2
- Program :
Date/Time
Sep. 8 ~
15:00

Program
Photo Exhibition on minorities

Sep. 8
16:00

Symposium
Minorities

-

Korean

Society

and

Sep. 8
19:30

Concert with sharing together
- Stop Crackdown & Son Hyun-suk,
Jeon
Je-duk
Band,
Oh
Yu-jin(pianist), Jeong Tae-chun, Park
Eun-ok

Sep. 9
16:00~

Presentation of minorities' arts

Sep. 9
18:00

Play with instruments for folk music

Sep. 9
11:00~

Women migrant workers' cook
-Vietnam, Thailand, Philippine, China,
Mongolia

Sep. 9
11:00~

One-day Library

Sep. 9
11:00~

Store handling hand-made industrial
arts

Sep. 9
13:00~

Experience as minorities

By Lee Mi-ran, counselor

Q

My Employer Deduct Tax and
Insurance

I'm a Vietnamese migrant worker, Nguyen, who came to Korea
through EPS. My salary is not much but deducted so much. I asked
my boss about that. He said it was tax and insurance fee, so I want
to know about the tax and insurance fee that I have to pay.

A

A worker in Korea has to pay an income tax and an inhabitants
tax. The amount depends on the worker's income.
Generally workers have 4 kinds of insurance. They are the
national pension, the medical insurance, the employment
insurance, and the industrial accident insurance. Except for the
industrial accident insurance, workers have to pay a part of the
insurance cost.
A migrant worker who came to Korea through the EPS also
has 4 kinds of insurance. Those insurance that the employer
should apply to his worker are the departure guarantee insurance,
the wage guarantee insurance, the casualty insurance, and the
return cost insurance. The departure guarantee insurance is what
the employer who employs more than 5 workers applies instead
of severance pay. 8.3% of the employee's average wage must
be paid by the employer every month.
The migrant worker can claim insurance benefits but if the
working period is less than a year, the employer can claim the
benefits. The wage guarantee insurance should be applied for by
the employer to be used against unpaid salary. It also is paid by
the employer. If the migrant worker doesn't get his salary, he can
claim insurance. The return cost insurance is what migrant
workers should avail of to prepare for return cost within 80 days
after labor contract becomes effective. Insurance cost of 400,000
Won has to be paid by Chinese, Filipinos, Indonesian,
Vietnamese, 500,000 Won by Mongolian, 600,000 Won by Sri
Lankan. If it isn't paid within that period, the migrant worker has
to pay a penalty.
The casualty insurance is for preparing for the migrant worker's
disease or death, and to be paid within 15 days after the labor
contract becomes effective. Insurance cost varies according to
age, sex, etc. If a migrant worker has a disability or dies by
disease or accident, he can claim insurance benefits. AWN
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